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Abstract 

'llultiple production of strange particles has been treated. The 
resonance interactions of strange particles are taken Into account. 
The law of strangeneas conservation-Is taken Into consideration more 
exactly. It has been shown by an example of slow anttnucleon annl• 
hilatlon and pion-nucleon collisions at t.7 9eV that the theoretical 
cross sections lor strange particle productkm may be brought into 
agreement with the experiaumtal data. · 

1. I n t r o d u c t 1 o n 

Strange particle production at high energies and in slow antinucleon annihilation has been considered in 
numerous papers.( seelll-131, where references are given). It has been shown that by choosing properly 

the spatial volumes in which strange particles are generated, it is possible to obtain the values of the total 

cross section for strange particle production os~ close to experimental ones for PtN)- and ( ~N)

interactions. The introduction of different volumes is found to be a means for a phenomenological account ol 

the differences .in the magnitude of the interaction between particles of various kindslll-141. At the pre

sent time, however, there are experimental data which can hardly be accounted for by using such a rough 

model/5/-/9/. The most important result is that the experimental cross section for i( -particle produc

tion exceeds the theoretical one approximately by an order. This can be illustrated by the annihilation of -~ antinucleons where the ctof?S section as~ COincides with that for I( - meson production 

, 

()"''" is the total cross section for all inelastic processes ). 

2. Sflanpness Conservation 

From the mathematical point of view the difference between the theoretical and experimental cross sec

tions OSt is due to the fact that in the statistical weights the exponent of the parameter determining the 

ratio of the spatial volumes for I(·· c!nd !Jr, mesons, ~ ::. V tc.f VII" -4t. f , turns out to be greater 

for the reactions involving IC.- mesons than for those involving hyperons. 

From the physical point of view this is equivalent to the assumption that strange particles as well as 

<jj- mesons and nucleons may be generated one by one; the conservation of strangeness is required only 

when the statistical equilibrium is already established. 

In order to bring the experimental and theoretical data into agreement we give up this assumption and 
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will ~uppose that each time strange particles are produced by pairs. Each act of the strange particle pair 

-generation is characterized by the"interaction constant" " • The spatial factor in the expression for 

the statistical weight may be now put as 

- f:.(.!_ )V.:"'' Iff+~ f.!-Jv k }( t-r;:: ~ Sfa.s,K-r IC+(J V- G- ,c+t K r,.. rr (ic+t K .,.. 1 '-f~+t) .. 
y K•t-r ., , 

( 1 ) 

where K is the number of K- and i- mesons. S is the number of all generated strange particles; 

( f(+f ) is the total numberof the generated particles; fi! is the factor which takes into account the 

identity of par tides, V 11" is the Fermi volume. ( Just as in/1/, the law of centre-of-mass conserva

tion 1s taken into account here ). 

3. secondary Interactions 

There are at present some experimental data which indecate the existence of an appreciable interac

tion between 1(- and 31'- mesons. The most important ones are the following: 

1. An analysis of the correlations between K- and 'Ji -mesons produced in ( 3f• p ) collisions 

at the energy E.: 7 BeV enables us to draw a conclusion about the resonant interaction between ~~ 

and 'Ji- mesons with the "isobar'' mass of mk.~ 0.82 Bev/10/. 

2. The asymmetr-y .of the angular distributions of strange particles produced in the collisions of pions 

with nucleons ( see e.g., /7/ ), may be understood if one takes into account the''peripheral collicions"of 

a primary Cj'l -meson with the I( - meson cloud of a nucleon ( cf. 5 in/11/ ). The consideration 

based on the theory of poles gives the estimate O"IC'Ir - ~1tN for the ( K1t ) interattion cross sec

tion. 

3. An optical analysis of elastic ( lt.' p ) scattering indicates a considerable probability of (-leT ) 

interactions for a large collision parameter. For ( A1f' ) interaction cross section the estimate 

G""-tr ~ a''ltN /12/ also follows from here. 

It should be also emphasized that ".8) - like'' of ( lt It ) interactions which were observed at Dubna 

and other laboratories may be also interpreted as a result of I(• ~d 7- meson interaction. 

The interaction of K- mesons with :It -mesons must lead to an increase of the volume ~. 
Since the experimental data available at present is still insufficient for an unambiguous choice of the two 

parameters A and f , we shall suppose roughly, that V t4.: "\IT. Besides, the account of the 

resonance in ( tc:.'lf ) interaction is equivalent to the introduction into the statistical theory a new 

particle - a "( JC. "'r ) -isobar" which then decays again into initial particles. 

Apart from the resonance ( lt.1T) interaction and the resonance interaction of pions with nucleons, 

which is usually considered, one has to take into account the resonances occurring in the interactions of 
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pions with pions and hyperonsll-. In Table I are-shown the parameters of the corresponding 11isobars~ It 
is worth while noting that in most cases the numerical data in Table I are tentative and the data for (% 77) 

interaction are suggestive;such interaction has not yet been observed although is very likely from the theo

retical point of .view. 

4. Prodpctfon of strange Particles in ( N 1i ) and ( '1f II ) ColUsions 

Let us analyse now the numerical results to which the account of the above-mentioned considerations 

lead. As an example, we shall be concerned with the annihilation of slow antiprotons on protons and ( 11~f) 

collisions at E :::: l. 7 3e Y. 

In Fig. 1 are given the values at-~:/tr,,. calculated for different values of the parameter t\ . The ex

perimental data available so far are still insufficient for unambigous conclusions; the agreement with experi

mental value cl ~l'JK"'/ cr.~ (17S)%for both cases may be obtained in the interval of the values of 
~ fh . 

" -:::- 01 t + o, St. • 
The annihilationof slow antinucleons is the most convenient form of an interaction for the investigation 

of multiple particle production·. In this case only three kinds of particles are produced, and there are no· 

peripheral interactions what simplifies considerably the analysis of experimental data. Additional informa-

tion may be obtained from the measurements of the cross sections for different channels of K- meson 

generation. In particular, one event of ( l<jK) pair production per approximately thousand annihilation 

events/13/ is observed, i.e. C1' ( p+ f ~ 1C +iC) / 0$~ ;-w ( 2 + 'I) Yo , 
if we take into account that a;~ 1 cri" = ( ~ -T- s J r.,. 
The theoretical values of the cross sections for different channels of ( f p) annihilation is given in Table 

IT (in%% with respect to <1sf ). As is seen, the channel of ( KjK ) pair production is noticeably supp

ressed when the resonance K - meson interaction is taken into account. 

In Table ITI are presented the theoretical rations of the cross sections for K- meson production 

to those of A~ and I- hyperon production. (o'KK -t-O"~c:~ +c:JKx \IC OSt: ). The experimental value 

of these ratios at E. = 1.7 BeY is unknown to us2~ However, inn/,/B/ it has been shown that 

a;il f cr'KI\ is increasing r~ly with energy (from 0.5 at E :: 3 BeY up to 1.5 at E ::.7 BeY). It 

should be expected that at E ::. 1. 7 BeY a',.;c: /II'IC.I\ < 0.5. 

Thus, a more exact account of the strangeness conservation law and secondary interactions of strange 

particles considerably improv~s the agreement of the theoretical and experimental cross sections for strange 

particle production. ( See e.g., paperslll-/4/ in which the theoretical characteristics of the created nucle

ons and pions are compared with experiment). 

We are grateful to D.I. Blokhintsev, and AX. Mihul for discussions and stimulations remarks. 

1/ The result to whloh the aooount ot the raaonanoa ( 1l 'ir') Interaction leads are 81ven Jn/ll/•/4/, 

ll/ The oaloulatlone tor hlahar ener•lae are balns made. 
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Table 1 

Interacting Isobar mass Isotopic 
particles 

(rwcleon mass :~1 = 1) spin 

'Jf"Jr 016 

K'Ji" ( ;z: .,., 0 82
1101 

I 3/2 
_., 

1t'N 1,32 3/2 

'Jf'J\. 1 46
1131 

I 1 

'j;~ 1154 1 

Table II 

Reaction products 

KK K~1r KKili 

tions 

all the interactions are taken 
into account: 

spin S {teTr)= 0 6 

spin $ { IC 7r) = i · 3 

only { !l'ifi J 10 

32 

21 

40 

Table Ill 

all the interactions are taken 
into account Secondary 

Interactions s (1<11') = 0 ) {ICT)= i 

~KK~~A 0,174 O, IS 

()" K iC: I (YK ~ 0,162 0,12 

54 

61 

46 

====--~=-=--=-===-=~::-===:...____:::==-:...:....:..===...:.========= ··-- -- -. -·-- ----

\ 

Spin 

4 
0 or 1 

3/2 

3/2 

3/2 

Kk 37 -

7 

15 
t 

4 \ 

only 

(N I') end(7i1i) 

0,28 

0,32 

• 
--------
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F i g. 1. Solid curves show the values of ~i / <Ji"' for ( p t f); the dotted lines- the values of 

crs-h {aj..._ for ( :r-~p), 
In calculating the curves A all the resonance interaction were taken into account; the 
spin of the ( J<.'ii")- isobar S {tc.ft}=l. The curves 8 show the same, but the spin 

$ (tc.lf)=O,/n calculating the curves C the resonance interactions of strange 
particles were not taken into account ( i.e., in the case of ( f + 'i ) only the ( 1F' -;;-) 
resonance considered, while in the case of ( l'-f )-the ( 1r ~ ) and ( f l" ) 

resonances ). 
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